MANAGED CYBER DEFENCE

Next-Gen SOC-as-a-Service
focusing on remediation
and helping clients achieve
a resilient cyber defence
strategy to continue
operating their businesses
regardless of the cyber
threats they face.

Our MCD service provides 24/7
advanced cyber defence against
both commodity threats and
sophisticated, targeted attacks by
focusing on the four key stages of
prevention, detection, response and
hunting.
We provide sophisticated defences
across
the
IT
environment
(including endpoint, network and
cloud) to prevent breaches, reduce
cyber risk, support compliance, and
help meet the strict breach
detection
and
reporting
requirements .
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1. THE CURRENT SCENARIO
The cyber threat landscape is evolving at an
unimaginable
pace
with
unforeseeable
sophistication & automation and protecting against
such cyberattacks has become more complex and
requires round-the-clock monitoring and rapid
response.
From the recent events, it is evident that the longer
it takes to remediate a cybersecurity incident, the
greater is the damage of reputation & monitory loss
to the organization.
Lately, the most common enterprise attacks were
found to be propagated by state-sponsored actors
that rarely makes any noise-causing sufficient
disruption to warrant suspicion or trigger detection.
Their objective is to remain persistent to retain
oversight of communications or access to sensitive
data. As such, they also often plant ‘persistence
mechanisms’ (hidden malware) on systems
throughout victim networks, which may remain
untouched or dormant for a very long time. These
can remain practically invisible for years together.
To prevent such attacks and identify the malicious
activities in the initial stages itself, organizations
must deploy strategies that have maximum
efficiency, they must be centralized, standardized,
correlated and monitored in real-time, with
resources available to analyze and respond to
suspicious activities and incidents immediately.

With a ‘Security Operations Center’, organizations shall
have greater speed in identifying such attacks and
remedying them before it causes further damages.
However, running own SOC operations is always an
expensive & complicated affair. As this would need
heavy investment in terms of a team of highly
experienced & efficient analysts to do 24x7 monitoring,
multiple SOC tools & technologies not just limited to a
SIEM & a SOAR, multiple threat intelligence sources, etc.

We at Securado, understanding these challenges faced
by organizations in the real-world scenario, have built XLabs that offers Managed Cyber Defense in a simple pay
as you go model or to simply say, SOC-as-a-Service.
At X-Labs, we recognize any protection failure at the
earliest and inform the customer and help them take
action immediately so that remediation can take place
before there is any significant impact to the customer’s
systems.
Details on our SOC, Tools, Team, Methodology, etc. are
provided further in the document.

2. XLABS- MORE THAN JUST A REGULAR SOC TEAM
We are a next-generation ‘Cyber Defense Center’, helping our customers to ‘Detect,
Mitigate & Remediate’ from cyberattacks.
By ‘Remediation’ we mean, helping you reversing the adverse changes and
supporting to enhance your security posture to stop that attack from happening
again, this makes us unique.
We remediate the threats using procedures
remediations] tailor-made for each customer.

and

policies
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Cutting edge technologies that include ‘Artificial Intelligence’ and ‘Machine
Learning’ are an integral part of SOC helping us to detect and remediate incidents
in a futuristic manner.

3. XLABS TEAM

1. Security Analysts – The Security analyst teams are typically on the front lines. They
are the first ones to review alerts and determine their relevance and urgency. They
also investigate threats and determine appropriate steps for remediation. We have one
of the largest Security Analysts team which consists of Omani & Indian with varied
experience multiple certifications.
2. Incident Response Team – The Incident Response Team is responsible for
analyzing and responding to security breaches in an effort to minimize the impact on
the business.
3. Threat Analysts – They study new strains of malware; they take them apart and
determine how they work and share the information with others. They understand
cyberattacks and their attack methods and behaviour profiles.

4. MANAGED CYBER DEFENSE - METHODOLOGY

We at X-Labs work round-the-clock to monitor and defend against the latest threats to stop
attackers in their tracks and help customers Detect, Mitigate & Remediate’ from all sorts of
cyberattacks.

1. Industry-Leading SIEM Technology – Data
is collected from all endpoint agents and other
event sources to provide network and systemlevel visibility across your environment.
2. Threat Detection – We employ a multilayered approach to detect malicious activity
across your network for both known and
unknown threats. Each detection offered by our
SIEM tool is validated by our SOC analysts to
ensure we only pass actual threats in our
reports.
3. SOC Operations – We monitor your
environment 24x7, 365 days. Each day brings
building detection and response programs, and
hunting for and validating threats. We act as a
trusted security resource, offering suggestions
and guidance to continuously enhance your
security program.

4. Incident Investigations and Active
Response –We analyze each incident while
eliminating false positives and documenting the
entire attack storyboard. If it’s a threat, our
team takes action immediately to stop the
attacker in their tracks. We also provide you
with a proper summary of the incident and send
you
recommendations
with
stepwise
suggestions.
5. Threat Detection and Response Program
Advancement – We understand your business
environment, processes and industry. We
provide customized guidance and clear
direction for your team. Our services are
designed to help any and every security team,
regardless of its size, maturity or existing
technology stack.

5. INCIDENT ANALYSIS

Our team does in-depth incident analysis, that include 5 different steps on each incident.

1. Reputation Analysis: We use cutting edge
tools to check for malicious activity on the sites
you visit. We do this with state-of-the-art
scanning of source and destination IP
addresses.
2. Behavior analysis: We use a traditional
approach to detect the intents and motives
behind various attacks. This helps to analyze
vulnerable assets and helps in formulating
countermeasures
3. Traffic Pattern Analysis: To take things
further, we read the patterns previously
generated by the IP address to determine the
severity of the threat. This includes how often it
requests a connection, how successful it has
been and what its destination was.

4.
Cross-Checking
Possible
Vulnerabilities: Once we find out the event
details, we check for the possibility for the
event to occur or not. We then check if that
particular exploit is applicable to our
servers and analyze the potential impact.
5. Validating the security control: After
confirming if the analyzed threat can be
blocked by our firewall, we take additional
steps to check for our ability to block this
threat if it re-appears. Additionally, we will
also send you a report asking you to fix the
vulnerability

6. BENEFITS OF X-LABS SOC SERVICES
The benefits of X-Labs is it helps your organizations achieve:
• Best-in-class incident response without losing data due to long
deployment periods
• Faster detection and remediation of threats
• Improved security visibility and reporting through 24x7 monitoring
1. Reduced time to response - Modern SOC helps the organizations to
accelerate the pace at which security analysts can detect signs of an attack,
investigate the associated activity, and start remediation to shut down the
threat.
2. Increase security visibility - SOC expands security visibility and
incident response coverage by establishing thorough inventories of their
organizational IT assets and instrumenting near-real-time security
monitoring to be ready to alert when threats strike.
3. Keep business informed of risk - The trend data from SOC monitoring
and response activities can help shape future security road maps,
streamline compliance reporting, and help the business better calculate
financial risk from cyber threats.

About us
Securado is focused on enabling seamless
integration of technology and business services with
a cost-effective security control environment for
managing technology risk in compliance with
regulations, client policy requirements, and industry
standards. Securado is committed to collaborating
with our client’s business and technology services
teams to establish the most effective security control
environment at an optimal security investment.
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